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Question: Is unicentric mixed/plasmacytic Castleman really a specific "entity" or "disease" or is it really 
just a pattern of reaction to IL-6? For example, we do not call florid follicular hyperplasia or 
dermatopathic changes in lymph nodes a "disease." 
Answer: Ah good question.  I think Unicentric mixed/PC is probably more of a disease than florid 
follicular hyperplasia or Dermatopathic lymphadenitis because a percentage of the patients are 
symptomatic.  But my guess is that we will, with time and more studies, figure out if there are cases 
that are really a “disease” and others that are a “pattern” – possibly based on a molecular marker that 
we have not found yet as the number of cases is too small.  This is a good question for the CDCN, as 
they have a number of cases and hopefully a number of the MX/PC unicentric ones. 
 
Question: Can you please comment on why hyperplastic germinal centers are included as a histologic 
criteria.  If one of the major criteria is atrophic follicles (grade2-3), why is hyperplastic germinal centers 
also a criteria.  Are these not contradictory findings? Thank you 
Answer: If you look at the KSHV-MCD cases there are a number that show the mixed pattern 
(follicular hyperplasia and follicular involution) with plasmablasts and severe symptoms. So I think it 
was more to not to exclude cases that have hyperplastic follicles.  But that is why they are not, like 
regressed germinal centers, considered necessary.  This is my idea as I was not part of the decision-
making process on this part of the 2017 classification.   
 
Question: Does STAT3 IHC expression correlate with response to JAK inhibitors? Likewise could IHC 
targeted to the PI3K/mTOR pathway predict response to sirolimus? Thank you in advance. 
Answer: Not enough cases yet.  I think it is more Oh, sirolimous worked, let’s check for pS6, etc.  But 
that would be a good project to do.  I think the JAK inhibitor trial in development should include IHC, 
if not included.  I emailed to see. 
 
Question: IL6 is apparently commonly elevated in majority of iMCD, could serum IL6  levels be used as 
an aid for diagnosis similar to VEGF used in POEMS-MCD. Has there been study looking at IgG4 staining 
pattern in plasma cells in various CD subtypes? 
Answer: I don’t think so.  Great idea! 

 
Question: in iMCD, are there any particular histopathologic or lab findings that would predict lack of 
response to anti-IL6? 
Answer: Rapid decrease in serum CXCL13 levels is the only thing I saw in the literature.  That however, 
would be better answered by a clinician. 

 
 



Question: How do we diagnose Castleman's disease on core biopsies? 
Answer: I personally don’t think one should diagnose CD on a core biopsy.  MAYBE in very, very select 
situations KSHV associated MCD if you have the LANA positive cells and all the features needed 
clinically and everything else excluded.  But even then one runs the risk of missing some other 
infectious or neoplastic process.  Being conservative is sometimes good – it is not good to pigeon-hole 
someone unless you are really sure. 
 
Question: If we do not have thorough clinical and lab info, based on morphology only, what would be 
the recommended wording for CD changes? 
Answer: Would top line with a descriptive diagnosis and in a note discuss the possibility and what is 
needed to make a more definitive diagnosis. 

 
Question: We’ve seen several cases of unicentric hyaline vascular CD that have expanded immunoblast 
populations that are polytypic.  They’re generally in the Inter follicular areas, and they can look very 
atypical with clustering. I haven’t seen any clear literature about this phenomenon, do you know what 
the significance of this is? 
Answer:  I have not seen this and did not see this mentioned in the literature.  But this is something I 
will look for in the future. 
 
Question: Given the overlapping features of unicentric and iMCD, in your routine clinical practice, do 
you topline an otherwise typical case as HVCD, or you diagnose it as Castleman disease with a 
comment? 
Answer: It would depend on what can be garnered from the EMR and the clinicians.  If it is localized 
and the patient has NO symptoms and it looks like HV then I would probably top line it.  But if 
something was not perfectly aligned with the diagnostic criteria (like the patient had fevers) I would 
back off on subclassifying and discuss the differential of one vs the other in the note.  
 
Question: If we see dysplastic FDCs in CD, sould we think about FDC sarcoma? 
Answer: One should always think about other entities and rule them out.  However, FDC sarcoma is 
rare, in my experience, compared to dysplastic FDCs.   
 
Question: As you show that HHV8 INDUCES the IG lambda restriction of plasmablasts in KSHV-
associated MCD, are there any hypotheses to explain the tendency of monotypic plasma cell 
proliferations in KHSV-negative / POEMS-associated Castleman to also be IG lambda restricted? 
Answer: Not that I saw, but I wonder about that, too.  Also about mantle cell lymphoma usually being 
lambda light chain as well. I think there must be something about the mantle cells.  Needs study for 
sure!  
 
Question: Is it possible to diagnose castleman disease in try cut biopsy ? 
Answer: I think it is way too difficult.  See the answer above. 
 
Question: Re: castleman like changes in the lymph nodes that are adjacent to colon adenocarcinoma, 
how would you sign them out and how much work up you'd do to further evaluate them? 
Answer: If there are not symptoms, it is unlikely they are CD.  But if I am worried I would do LANA.  
And if really worried based on morphology and they have appropriate symptoms, I would talk to the 
clinician to ask for IL6 level, double check what is on the scans and ask their clinical gestalt. 
 



Question: A subset of iMCD harbors JAK2 mutation, together with thrombocytosis and hyper 
plastic/atypical mega, can lead one to consider MPN with only marrow biopsy. Because MPN pt can 
have LAD possibly related to extramedullary disease.  Without LN biopsy, the pathologist won’t be able 
to know. 
Answer: Right.  Another overlap that could and probably should be in the differential.  But that is why 
lymph node morphology is required for the diagnosis of CD. 
 
Question: Is there a specific marker for stromal cells in CD 
Answer: I wish.  Not at this point.  However a number of markers are positive…look at the paper by 
Wang and Medieros in Surgical Pathology (Wang, et al:  Surg Pathol 2019; 12:849).  They list a number 
of markers that are positive on the stromal cells (and should have the references).  We in general 
don’t stain for “stromal” cells in these cases in our laboratory.  
 
Question: While there is no difference in the diagnostic criteria of CD in children, there is difference in 
children the MCD is always HSV8 negative 
Answer:  I am told by a pediatric pathologist that there is one case of KSHV+ MCD in the literature.  I 
think also we do not think of looking for KSHV in children in the US.  However, in Africa I would guess 
this is a different story.  KSHV is transmitted primarily there by saliva, so children are infected.  This is 
a good question for our African pathologist colleagues. 
 
Question: What is the mutated cell in CD cases where mutations are identified? 
Answer: Very good question.  Not known from what I can tell (and remember) from the papers I read. 
 
 


